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TESTING THE TESTERS: THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF

BAR EXAMINER'S LSAT CLAIM AND A ROLLER COASTER
BAR EXAM RIDE
By Scott Johns*
"Crying is all right in its way while it lasts. But you have to stop sooner or
later, and then you still have to decide what to do."I
ABSTRACT

Ostensibly, the Uniform Bar Exam (UBE) is a consistent measurement of
minimum competency to serve as an officer of the court. But bar exam pass rates
have been undergoing substantial declines as of late. Although the National
Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE) posits a variety of possible reasons for
the declines, the NCBE provides empirical evidence for one claim, namely, that
bar exam declines correspond with similar declines in Law School Admission
Test (LSAT) scores by admitted law students (and therefore, by implication,
subsequent bar exam test takers). Taken at its face value, the NCBE's LSAT
claim seems reasonable. In this article, we test the NCBE's LSAT claim using
step-by-step empirical analysis of a database of all University of Denver firsttime Colorado bar exam takers for July bar exams for the period 2008 to 2015.
Based on statistical analysis, the NCBE's LSAT claim lacks merit.
I. INTRODUCTION

It is called the Uniform Bar Exam (UBE). The name implies consistency in
its desired outcome-measuring minimum competency for the practice of law.
But the ups and downs of first-time bar passage rates demand a closer look,
particularly with respect to theories by the National Conference of Bar
Examiners (NCBE), namely, that the bar exam declines are due to "less able"
students ostensibly based on declines in Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
scores for test-takers.
As a law school that serves in a UBE jurisdiction, we have a unique
opportunity to evaluate the NCBE's primary claim that recent lower first-time

* Scott Johns serves as Professor of the Practice of Law at the University of Denver Sturm College of
Law. Scott holds a B.A. in Mathematics and Statistics from Miami University and a J.D. from the University
of Colorado. Prior to law school, Scott served as an Air Force officer, a military instructor pilot, an airline
pilot, and flight safety accident investigator - experiences that led to a path of teaching and problem solving.
This research project would not have come to fruition without the inspiration and support of family (my spouse
Julie and our children Zac and Katie), friends, colleagues, students, and graduates. In addition, special thanks
go to Professor Patty Powell for her encouragement, to Jennifer Hudson, Esq., bar passage fellow, for her
editorial support, and to Visiting Professor Denise DeForest for her suggestions for improving this article.
1. C.S. LEWIs, THE SILVER CHAIR 18 (C.S. Lewis Pte. Ltd. 1981); see The Silver Chair Quotes,
GOODREADS, http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1419727-the-silver-chair.
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bar passage rates are the consequence of declines in LSAT scores in contrast to
more successful bar passage years. Based on our empirical evidence, we do not
find statistical support for the NCBE's LSAT claim because our LSAT scores
have remained relatively consistent (or slightly better) since 2008 (and since
advent of the UBE in Colorado in 2012); and yet, first-time bar passage rates
have fallen for our law school. Simply put, the NCBE's claim is unfounded
based on our empirical evidence.
The purpose of this Article, then, is three-fold: (1) to provide background
information regarding NCBE's LSAT claim in light of the implementation of the
UBE; (2) to provide step-by-step methods and analysis as to whether the
NCBE's LSAT claim has empirical support based on our law school's
population of first-time test takers; and, (3) to elucidate possible alternative
scenarios as factors associated with our own roller coaster ride on the UBE.
II. BACKGROUND

A. The University ofDenver (DU)'sBar Exam Experience

The Colorado bar exam has evolved over the past decade. 2 In the pre-July
2008 era, Colorado administered a two-day bar exam; with Day 1 consisting of
eight state-written essays (25 minutes each) and two Multistate Performance
Tests (MPT) (90 minutes each) followed by Day 2 consisting of a Multistate Bar
Exam (MBE) of two hundred multiple-choice questions (6 hours). 3 For the July
2008 exam, Colorado replaced its state-written essays with the Multistate Essay
Exam (MEE), selecting six 30-minute essays to substitute for its previous eight
twenty-five minute essays. 4 Thus starting with the July 2008 administration, the
entire Colorado bar exam has consisted of an exam written by the NCBE with
the same three identical test components as the current Uniform Bar Exam
(UBE), namely, the MEE (six essays), the MPT (two performance tests), and the
MBE (200 multiple-choice questions).5

2. For examples of pre-July 2008 state-written essay questions, discussion guides, and actual exam
point sheets, please see Colorado Exam Essays, UNIVERSITY OF DENVER STURM COLLEGE OF LAW,
http://www.law.du.edu/index.php/barprep/resources/colorado-exam-essays
(providing a subject matter and
historical database of past essays from February 1988 through and including February 2008).
3. The National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE) drafts the MEE, the MPT, and the MBE tests,
which Colorado then purchases from the NCBE for use in the Colorado Bar Exam. For background
information about the UBE, see Uniform Bar Exam, NAT'L CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAM'RS,
http://www.ncbex.org/exams/ube/; General Information about the ColoradoBar Exam, COLORADO SUPREME
COURT,
http://www.coloradosupremecourt.com/Future%20Lawyers/AboutBarExam.asp.
4. For an example and a critique of the MEE component of the bar exam, see Carol Goforth, Why the
Bar Exam Fails to Raise the Bar, 42 OHIO N.U.L. REV. 47, 65-68 (2015) (suggesting through illustration of an
actual essay question that the NCBE fails to test competency to practice law, at least with respect to essay
questions).
5. See Ben Bratman, Improving the Performanceof the Performance Test: The Key to Meaningful Bar

Exam Reform, 83 UMKC L. REV. 565, 572-81 (2015) (providing a survey of the three major bar exam
question formats - essay question, MBE questions, and MPT questions); see also, id. at 571, 604-05 (providing
a summary overview of the UBE, which is now adopted by 25 jurisdictions including Colorado); see also,
Goforth, supra note 4 at 54-56 (providing a an overview of all three types of bar exam problems - essays,
performance tests, and multiple-choice questions); see also, Uniform Bar Exam, supra note 3.
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Starting with the February 2012 bar exam, Colorado officially adopted the
UBE. 6 At first blush, such a change might not be meaningful given that
Colorado had utilized the same identical UBE components for the Colorado Bar
Exam since July 2008. However, the adoption of the UBE resulted in at least
two changes to the manner in which the bar exam was scored. First, the UBE
eliminated the ability of applicants on the cusp of passing to pursue direct
appeals of their MEE and MPT answers. 7 Second, the state changed the manner
of grading MEE and MPT answers from an objective point system to a holistic
relative scoring system.8
Based on anecdotal experiences, exam grade appeals made a difference in
our law school's reported first time bar exam pass rate. 9 For example, because
of the success rate of the appeals process on the July 2009 bar exam, our law
school's publicly reported first-time bar passage rate climbed from 89 percent to
91 percent - a difference of two percent.1 0 However, with Colorado's adoption
of the UBE in 2012, the state no longer provided applicants the rights to pursue
bar exam grade appeals. Instead, the entire appeal process occurs without input
from the applicant and without independent assessment by non-governmental
actors. 11 Therefore, the July 2012 results (and later results) do not take into
account the previous bar exam grade appeal process.
6. See, e.g., Zachary Willis, Colorado Adopts the Uniform Bar Exam, LEGAL CONNECTION:
COLORADO BAR ASSOCIATION (Nov. 17, 2011), http://cbaclelegalconnection.com/2011/11/colorado-adoptsthe-uniform-bar-examination/.
7. Diane
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EXAMINER,
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2016),

http://www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmediafiles%2FBar-

Examiner%2Farticles%2F2016%2FBE-Bosse-850316.pdf.
8. Mark A. Albanese, The Testing Column, Let the Games Begin: Jurisdiction-Shoppingfor the

Shopaholics (Good Luck with That),

THE BAR EXAMINER,

Vol.

85, No. 3, 52 (Sep

2016),

phttp://www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmediafiles%2FbarExaminer%2Farticles%2F2016%2FBE-TestingColumn-850316.pdf (remarking that the NCBE recommends a
0-6 rank-ordering grading scale for use with the UBE).
9. As background regarding the previous Colorado bar exam appeal process, according to a notice
drafted by a commercial bar review company that appears to quote previous Colorado rules, "Persons who
were unsuccessful by three or fewer points (scored 273, 274 or 275 total points), as well as those who scored
276 or above on the first grading, but who did not achieve a passing score after re-grade are eligible to have up
to three essays OR one PT [MPT] answer reviewed (graded a third time). When the review (third grading) has
been completed, newly assigned review scores and scores from answers not reviewed will be added and
formulated to arrive at a new Essay/PT scaled score. This new Essay/PT scaled score will then be added to the
MBE scaled score to arrive at a total bar exam score. Anyone scoring 276 or higher will have passed the exam.
Please be aware, this review (third grading) process can either raise or lower the total bar exam score. Persons
who are eligible for review should follow the guidelines below when submitting a request for review."
BARBIJ Appeals/Review Process, BARBRI, (Nov. 9, 2011) (Notice of Grade Appeals, received by author from

BARBRI on November 9, 2011) (on file with author) (emphasis deleted).
10. For example, with respect to the July 2009 bar pass results, after bar exam results were officially
reported, we met in late Fall 2009 with six eligible individuals receiving failing bar exam scores between 273275 (with a minimum Colorado-required bar exam pass score of 276). All six individuals on appeal received
sufficient additional points during the appeal process such that they passed the July 2009 bar exam. See
Memorandum from Scott Johns to Dean Katz, Dean Cheever, & Dean Chen (Sept. 29, 2010) (on file with
author).
11. As indicated in the exam grading report to applicants, exam answers with scores between 268-280
were re-graded by the state prior to releasing the exam results. This constituted a second re-grade, and it was
automatic. As stated in the unsuccessful applicant's grade report: "Because you scored between 268 and 280
on the first grading of your essay and PT answers, they were regarded in their entirety. Points from the two
grading phases were then averaged and rounded up to the next whole number. The average number was used
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Starting with the February 2013 UBE grading system, Colorado altered its
objective grading point system by adopting holistic relative grading of the
written portions of the bar exam (both the MEE and the MPT exams).1 2 In short,
holistic relative grading involves the grader making relative judgments by
looking to the whole of the answers and then sorting the answers in a rankordered scale from 0 to 6 points.1 3 In contrast, the previous objective point
sheets (used through 2012) required in depth itemized grading of written answers
with a range of approximately 0 - 25 points or so (depending on the number of
issues raised by particular questions). In particular, the previous grading system
required objective discernment in assigning points with a greater range in
scoring by bar exam graders than can be obtained through the compression
necessarily inherent in a simple digital 0 - 6 holistic relative scale. 14 Thus,
despite using nationally-created universal bar exam materials from 2008 to 2015,
the Colorado bar exam has changed with respect to both substance and scope
during this period.
In sum, the 2008 to 2012 "era" was the period Colorado used objective
point sheets for MEE and MPT grading; the 2008 to 2011 era was the period the
state allowed applicant-directed grade appeals and point sheets; and the 2013 to
2015 era (and continuing) is the period of holistic relative grading without
applicant-directed grade appeals.1 5 Starting with the February 2015 bar exam,
although the UBE no longer tested commercial paper (negotiable instruments) as
an essay subject, the UBE expanded the MBE subject-matter scope to include an
additional subject - federal civil procedure.1 6 Overall, the exam instrument,
scope, and grading methods have changed significantly over the years despite

to calculate your final bar exam score." Sample Exam Report (on file with author).
12. See
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13. See generally Judith A. Gunderson, It's All Relative-MEE and MPT Grading, That Is, THE BAR

EXAMINER,
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Jun.

2016,

at

37-45,
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Examiner%2Farticles%2F2016%2F850216-BE-June2016-Gundersen.pdf

(providing an explanation of the

grading processes involved in holistic relative grading of essays and performance test answers).
14. Albanese, supra note 8, at 52. (remarking that the NCBE recommends a 0-6 rank-ordering grading
scale for use with the UBE). In particular, according to the NCBE, there seem to be significant problems with
relative grading even using the NCBE recommended 0-6 scale because graders tend to "pile their grades in
middle categories," which makes the written scores, in the words of the NCBE, "inscrutable," i.e., impossible
to understand or interpret. Id. at 53. Indeed, the NCBE surprisingly comments - in examining the reliability of
total written scores across all UBE jurisdictions for the July 2015 exam and the February 2016 exam - that even
"the highest level of reliability achieved in any jurisdiction ... does not reach the minimum level ... normally
considered adequate for high-stakes testing purposes." Id. at 52.
15. For examples of previous Colorado bar exam point sheets, see ColoradoExam Essays, supra, note
2. For the official explanation about holistic relative grading of essays and performance tests, see General
Information About the ColoradoBar Exam, supra note 12.
16. The NCBE asserts that the addition of another subject to the MBE did not impact nationwide bar
exam performance. Erica Moeser, President's Page, THE BAR EXAMINER, Dec. 2015, Vol. 83, No. 4, 4-5,
http://www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmediafiles%2FBar-Examiner%2Fissues%2F2015December%2FBE-Dec2015-PresidentPage.pdf; But see, Louis Schulze, Adding Civil Procedure to the Bar
Exam: A Squandered Opportunity to Understand the Impact of Admitting Students with Lower Indicators,

PRAWFSBLAWG (Jun. 3, 2016, 1:28 PM), http://prawfsblawg.blogs.com/prawfsblawg/2016/06/adding-civilprocedure-to-the-bar-exam-a-squandered-opportunity-to-understand-the-impact-of-admittin.html.
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claims that adoption of the UBE and associated changes would have no impact
on bar exam outcomes. 17
B. The NCBE's PrimaryMessaging Claim: The LSAT

-

The NCBE provides numerous possible explanations for the nationwide
declines in bar passage rates and MBE scores. 18 Preeminently and empirically,
the NCBE's recent assertions rest on the claim that the declines are the result of
"less able" populations of test-takers based on reference to 25h percentile LSAT
scores. 19 Over the years, however, the NCBE has provided empirical comments
regarding the relationship among a number of variables and possible influences
on bar exam outcomes. 20 With respect to law school admission considerations,
the NCBE has focused most notably on two particular admission factors
undergraduate grade point averages (UGPA) and LSAT scores - as statistically
predictive of so-called at-risk bar passage scenarios. 2 1 Therefore, we start by

17. For a summary of the NCBE's claims, see Erica Moeser, President'sPage, THE BAR EXAMINER,
Dec. 2014, Vol. 83, No. 4, 4-11, http://ncbex.org/assets/media files/Bar-Examiner/articles/2014/830414-

abridged.pdf.
18. For a helpful overview of the NCBE's claims and the counterclaims by opponents, see Goforth,
supra note 3 at 47-51.
19. Initially in light of the significant drop in nationwide MBE scores with the July 2014 bar exam, the
NCBE reported as follows: "Beyond checking and rechecking our equating [method for analyzing and
correcting for situations in which more difficult questions might have been used than in the past], we have
looked at other indicators to challenge the results. All point to the fact that the group that sat in July 2014 was
less able than the group that sat in July 2013." Memorandum from Erica Moeser, President, Nat'l Conf. of B.
Exam'rs,
to
Law
School
Deans
(Oct.
23,
2014),
http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/2014_1110_moesermemo.pdf.
With respect to whether
adoption of the UBE might have been a factor, the NCBE asserts that adoption of the UBE has not been a
factor in the "slumping pass rates." Id. Despite the claim that the test differences are not to blame for the drop
in MBE scores, in the same memorandum, the NCBE writes to law school deans to inform law schools about a
subject matter expansion of the MBE scope of subjects to include federal civil procedure with the February
2015 bar exam." Id. In this memorandum, the NCBE then acknowledges that it has very few practice federal
civil procedure problems with which to help law schools and students prepare for the new subject matter
content of the MBE. Id. The memorandum is released at Debra Cassens Weiss, Drop in nationwide bar exam
scores
is
likely
due
to
'less
able' test
takers,
memo
says,
AMERICAN
BAR

ASSOCIATION

JOURNAL

(Nov.

11,

2014

8:11

AM

CST),

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/dropin nationwide bar examscoresis_likely due toless able te
st takers m; see also, Jacob Gershman, Decline in Bar Exam Scores Sparks War of Words, THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL (Nov. 10, 2014, 6:45 PM ET), http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2014/11/10/decline-in-bar-exam-scoressparks-war-of-words/ (providing an overview about the controversy concerning the NCBE comments about
"less able" test takers and concerns from some law school deans in response).
20. See Susan M. Case, The Testing Column: Failing the Bar Exam-Who's At Fault, THE BAR
EXAMINER, Sep. 2013, Vol. 82, No. 3., at 33-35 (asserting that some of the fault for applicant failures on the
bar exam are the result of examinees who fail to properly prepare for the bar exam, for instance, by failing to
utilize NCBE study aids to include the 400 online preview MBE questions (released for individual purchase by
applicants directly from the NCBE for a total cost of $200) while some of the fault lies with law schools for
admitting "at-risk" students based on UGPA and LSAT scores); see also, Erica Moeser, The President's
Column, THE BAR EXAMINER, Sep. 2013, Vol. 82, No. 3., Sep. 2013, at 4-5 (indicating that there is a "free fall
in law school applications" that has resulted in "a number of law schools ...
dip[ing] slightly lower into the
applicant pool to fill seats, resulting in a downward adjustment of the mean LSAT and undergraduate grade
point averages, two important admission credentials, such that "these matriculates who are accepted with
weaker credentials are more likely to struggle with passing the bar examination."
21. For an excellent overview of possible additional factors that might generally impact bar exam
performance, see Lorenzo A. Trujillo, The Relationship between Law School and the Bar Exam: A Look at
Assessment and Student Success, 78 U. COLO. L. REV. 69, 73-77 (2007).
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examining the NCBE's research with respect to UGPA and LSAT in relationship
to bar exam scores. 22
1. UGPA-MBE Statistical Relationship
First, the NCBE asserts that higher UGPA marks correlate with higher
MBE scores on the MBE multiple-choice portion of the bar exam. According to
the NCBE as observed in Table 1, a UGPA of 3.5 correlates on average with a
MBE score of 151.23 However, as the NCBE admits, there is a wide range of
observed MBE scores for individuals with a UGPA of 3.5 (with MBE scores
ranging from a low of 100 to a high of 180).24 In other words, the correlation
between UGPA-MBE scores is weak with r = .36 (r-squared = .1296), which
means that only about 13 percent of the variance in MBE scores is explained by
UGPA, thus leaving about 87 percent of the variance in MBE scores unexplained
by UGPA. 25 In sum, this means that it is difficult to identify at-risk students
based on UGPA because there are a number of other potential variables that also
impact bar exam outcomes. As a result, the NCBE turns to another potential bar
passage predictor - LSAT scores.
Table 1: UGPA-MBE Score Relationships

Average4.
A verage
UGPA

2.0

2.5

3

3.5

4.0

Average
Avrae

136

138

144

151

157

MBE Score

2. LSAT-MBE Statistical Relationship
Next, the NCBE asserts that LSAT scores correlate with MBE scores.
According to the NCBE as indicated in Table 2, increases in LSAT scores
correlate with increases in MBE scores. 2 6 The LSAT-MBE correlation (r = .57)
is stronger than the UGPA-MBE correlation (r = .36).27 Consequently, the
22. See Susan M. Case, The Testing Column: Identifying and Helping At-Risk Students, THE BAR
EXAMINER,
30-31,
December 2011,
Vol.
80,
No.
4,
http://ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-

Examiner/articles/2011/80041 lTesting.pdf.
23. Although the NCBE apparently does not have direct access to nationwide essay results,
performance test results, or total bar exam scores, the NCBE indicates that MBE scores are highly correlated to
written bar exam scores such that MBE scores can serve as a "surrogate" for identifying applicants at-risk of
failing bar exams. Id. at 30. With respect to the Colorado Uniform Bar Exam, the MBE counts for fifty
percent of the total exam points (200 points out of 400 possible total points). Based on the NCBE's assertion
that MBE and written scores are strongly correlated, that means that Colorado applicants need to strive to
obtain at least a 138 out of 200 on the MBE portion of the bar exam because that is the half-way point for
achieving a Colorado UBE minimum required passing score of 276 out of 400 possible points. Accordingly,
the NCBE's data suggests that only individuals with very low UGPA marks and/or LSAT scores are at-risk of
bar exam failure.

24. Id
25. Id at 30-31.Susan M. Case, The Testing Column: Identifying and Helping At-Risk Students, THE

BAR EXAMINER, 30-31, December 2011, Vol. 80, No. 4.
26. Id
27. Id-
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NCBE recommends that law schools pay particular attention to LSAT scores in
order to predict students at-risk of bar exam failure. 28 However, because of the
low correlation between UGPA-MBE scores and the mild correlation between
LSAT-MBE scores, it is difficult for law schools to accurately predict bar exam
results based on matriculation data that solely relies on UGPA and LSAT
scores. 29 Based on the NCBE's data showing a correlation between LSAT-MBE
scores of just r = .57 (r-squared = .3249), LSAT scores only explain about 32
percent (or about one-third) of the variance in MBE scores, leaving 68 percent
(or about two-thirds) of the variance in MBE scores unexplained by LSAT
scores. 30 This means that there are a number of other influences on bar exam
outcomes that are not at all related to LSAT scores. 3 1
Table 2: LSAT-MBE Score Relationship

Average

LAT Se

130

140

150

160

170

Average
Average

119

132

143

153

160

LSAT Score
MBE Score

3. Overview of the NCBE's Claims Concerning Bar Exam Declines
Despite the incomplete relationship of UGPA or LSAT in explaining MBE
scores, in December of 2014, the NCBE provided a summary of assertions
regarding a variety of factors that the NCBE posits might be relevant with
respect to recent substantial declines in bar exam performance. 3 2 Overall, the
NCBE suggests that declines in bar exam performance are due to declines in law

28. For an overview and defense of the NCBE's position asserting that declines in bar exam
performance are due largely to law student credentials and law school decision-making, see Derek T. Muller,
NCBE Has Data to Prove Class of 2014 Was Worse in a Decade, and It's Likely Going to Get Worse, EXCESS
OF DEMOCRACY (DEC. 19, 2014), http://excessofdemocracy.com/blog/2014/12/ncbe-has-data-to-prove-class-of2014-was-worst-in-a-decade-and-its-likely-going-to-get-worse).
29. Once admitted, the NCBE suggests that law schools should look at law school grades and test
results on the Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam (MPRE) in order to assess whether some admitted
students are at-risk of bar exam failure (suggesting that part of the blame for bar exam failure rests with law
schools for failing to "fully educate" our admitted law students). Case, supra note 20, at 34-35.
30. In particular, interpolating from the NCBE tables, the NCBE would suggest that individuals with a
UGPA of 3.0 and a LSAT score of 150 would achieve, on average, MBE scores of approximately 143 or so
points, which is a sufficiently high MBE score for obtaining a passing result on the Colorado UBE, assuming,
as the NCBE asserts, that MBE scores are correlated with written bar exam scores (and therefore total bar exam
scores). Therefore, based on the NCBE's data, UGPA and LSAT do not appear to be robust tools for use by
law schools in accurately predicting bar passage results.
31. For an overview and description of a exam software issue might have been a factor in the July 2014
bar exam drop, see Paul Caron, Merrit: New Data Reveal That ExamSoft, NCBE to Blame for Lower July 2014
Bar Pass Rates, TAX PROF BLOG (Jul. 14, 2015), http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof blog/2015/07/merrittnew-data-reveal-that-examsoft-ncbe-to-blame-for-lower-july-2014-bar-pass-rates.html
(referring to a blog by
Deborah Merritt and analysis by NCBE's director of testing Mark Albanese, suggesting that a exam software
issue might also be at play in the drop in MBE scores for the July 2014 exam); see also, Deborah Merritt,
ExamSoft:
New
Evidence from
the
NCBE,
LAW
SCHOOL
CAFE
(Jul.
14,
2015),
http://www.lawschoolcafe.org/2015/07/14/examsoft-new-evidence-from-ncbe/.
32. See Erica Moeser, President's Page, THE BAR EXAMINER, Dec. 2014, Vol. 83, No. 4, 4-11,
http://ncbex.org/assets/media files/Bar-Examiner/articles/2014/830414-abridged.pdf.
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student quality as a result of variety of law school decisions including: (1) law
school use of the highest LSAT for purposes of admission decision-making
rather than average LSAT scores; (2) law school use of whole LSAT scores for
admission decision-making rather than percentile LSAT scores; (3) "slippage" at
the 25' percentile in LSAT scores; (4) the unknown scope of the tail of the curve
for law school students that matriculate below the 25" percentile in LSAT
scores; (5) law school decisions to "bolster" enrollment data through the use of
transfers rather than direct initial enrollments; (6) the rise of experiential learning
with allegedly commensurate increases in pass/fail grading and reduced
curriculum emphasis on doctrinal "black-letter" courses; (7) fewer required
courses in core bar-tested subjects and/or "diminished" subject matter coverage
in bar-tested subjects; (8) law school "outsourcing" of bar exam preparation
courses to commercial vendors; and, (9) insufficient academic support efforts for
law students in the bottom 25" percentile LSAT distribution. 33
These
explanations suggest, more concretely (in the words of the NCBE), that
declining bar exam results are the product of "less able" test takers and not due
to alternative factors such as changes in bar exam subject matter or grading
mechanisms. 34 Significantly for purposes of statistical analysis and as an
empirical matter, the NCBE supports its most recent claims solely on LSAT
scores. In other words, the heart of the NCBE's claim is that law schools have
been admitting and graduating too many - in their words "less able" - students
with weak LSAT scores resulting in significant declines in bar exam pass rates. 3 5
Therefore, this Article will focus on the NCBE's primary claim concerning the
36
relationship between LSAT scores and bar exam pass rates.

33. Id.
34. See id.
35. The NCBE also asserts without empirical support that UGPA declines might also be a casual factor
for the nationwide declines in bar exam scores, stating as follows: "So, bar exam pass rates are down, and there
are schools that claim that their student qualifications are the same as in the past. Are the students the same?
Maybe yes, maybe no; discovering the answer would take a complete analysis, accounting for the LSAT scores
and undergraduate GPAs [UGPA] of students below the 25th percentile . . . ." Mark A. Albanese, Declines,
Desertions, Defections: FactorsAffecting Law School Passing Rates, THE BAR EXAMINEr (Jun. 2016), Vol. 85,
No.
2,
at
60,
http://www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmediafiles%2FBarExaminer%2Farticles%2F2016%2F850216-BE-June2Ol6-TestingColumn.pdf (suggesting that pass rates might
be in significant declines for some law schools because of unaccounted "defections" or "transfers" that distort
the American Bar Association (ABA) admissions data). Because the NCBE does not provide empirical
evidence to support the UGPA claim, we have instead placed on our focus on the LSAT claim, the claim that
the NCBE provides some empirical evidence in support. Nevertheless, in our appendix, we have provided
detailed empirical analysis of the NCBE's speculation regarding UGPA, finding that the NCBE's assertion is
without statistical support.
36. For an informative analysis of potential impacts of UGPA, LSAT, and LGPA on bar passage
outcomes, see Nicholas L. Georgakopoulos, Bar Passage: GPA and LSAT, Not Bar Reviews (September 19,

2013). Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law Research Paper No. 2013-30, 7-8, 10,
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2308341 (suggesting that UGPA is "irrelevant" in predicting bar passage outcomes,
LSAT has a "mild influence" on bar passage outcomes, while LGPA has "extraordinary" power to predict bar
passage outcomes); see also, Katherine A. Austin, Will I Pass the Bar Exam? PredictingStudent Success Using
LSAT
Scores
and
Law
School
Performance
(Sep.
5,
2016),
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstractid=2832835 (evaluating bar exam performance based on
empirical data for bar exam takers from Texas Tech University); but see, Gary S. Rosin, Unpacking the Bar: Of
Cut Scores, Competence and Crucibles. 1st Annual Conference on EmpiricalLegal Studies Paper, JOURNAL OF
THE LEGAL PROFESSION, Vol. 32, 2008, 2, http://ssrn.com/abstract=988429 (suggesting that LSAT scores are
the "most significant" factor in predicting bar passage).
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III. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A. Overview ofEmpiricalMethods and Analysis

-

This section examines whether the NCBE's primary claim has empirical
support, namely, that lower bar passage results are the consequence of lower
LSAT scores. 37 To summarize the NCBE's December 2014 assertions, overall,
the NCBE posits two major arguments. 3 8 First, recent bar takers are less
academically prepared for law schools than previous bar takers based on LSAT
data. 39
Second, law schools have diluted the academic quality of legal
education, for example, with curricular expansions of experiential learning
courses and outsourcing bar review classes to commercial vendors. 40 Because
the NCBE provides empirical data only with respect to LSAT scores, we will
examine the NCBE's claim that lower bar pass rates are the result of admitting
students with lower LSAT scores by examining longitudinal LSAT and firsttime bar passage data for DU bar takers with respect to the Colorado Bar
Exam. 4 1 If the NCBE's LSAT assertion is true, we should find empirical
evidence in 25h percentile LSAT scores for DU bar exam takers that correspond
to declines in bar passage rates.
Taken as a research claim, the NCBE's empirical hypothesis is that there
are statistically significant differences with respect to LSAT scores for first-time
takers that would account for differences overtime in first-time bar passage rates
for DU graduates. Thus, the null hypothesis (the hypothesis that empirical social
scientists construct in order to properly test a statistical hypothesis) is that there
are no meaningful differences with respect to LSAT scores and bar exam
results. 42 It is that hypothesis that we will evaluate.
In order to statistically analyze the merits of the NCBE's LSAT claim, we
must (a) assemble a robust data set in which to conduct statistical analysis; (b)
inspect our data set using descriptive statistics to see whether, as initial matter,
there might be empirical support for the NCBE's claim; and, (c) conduct stepby-step statistical tests to determine whether there might in fact exist statistically
significant relationships between LSAT scores and recent declines in pass rates.
Moreover, because the NCBE contends-seemingly in contradiction to its
December 2014 LSAT assertion-that the NCBE lacks sufficient empirical
evidence to perform a "complete" analysis regarding the factors that might
impact recent bar exam pass rate declines, we will walk through these steps
37. For an overview on performing empirical methods in education settings in order to determine the
effectiveness of educational interventions, see, e.g., DANIEL MuIJs, DOING QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH IN

EDUCATION WITH SPSS 16-17 (2d ed. 2011).
38. See Carol Goforth, Why the Bar Exam Fails to Raise the Bar, 42 OHIO N.U.L. REV. 47, 47-51
(2015) (providing a summary of the LSAT arguments).

39. See id.
40. See id.
41. With respect to the NCBE argument regarding declines in the quality of legal education, DU does
not outsource academic bar review courses and there have been no substantive changes with respect to either
the core required curriculum or the bar passage program throughout the years that are used for this study (2008
to 2015), thus suggesting, at least in part, that this assertion is not supported by our anecdotal experiences.
42. See generally JULIE PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL 44-49 (2d ed. 2005) (providing a step-bystep guide to empirical methods to include hypothesis testing and the evaluation of test results).
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one by one - with the goal of helping law schools and bar exam jurisdictions
conduct similar assessments regarding the NCBE's LSAT claim. 43
B. Data Collection Methods
The first step involves assembling robust data for all DU first-time July bar
exam takers from the July 2008 bar exam through and including the July 2015
bar exam. 44 To be precise, our database includes all first-time DU graduates that
took the Colorado Bar exam as July takers for the years 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 (N = 1743). For this study, we have also collected a
number of empirical variables in order to assess bar pass performance
longitudinally including LSAT scores (N = 1725), UGPA (N = 1723), law
school grade point averages (LGPA) (N = 1743), and individual first-time bar
exam results (Pass or Fail Result) (N = 1743).45 We then verified that the data
entered was accurate by using descriptive statistics to check for errors and to
observe the general trends.
As observed in Table 3, we have a large database, containing a total of 1743
first-time DU bar exam takers for the July administrations over the time period
of 2008 to 2015. With respect to that total number of test takers, we also have a
large database with accurate LSAT information (LSAT scores for a total of 1725
DU graduates that took the July bar exam for the first time during the period of
2008 to 2015). Consequently, we are only missing LSAT scores for 18 out of
1743 takers. 46 Those 18 LSAT scores have been excluded from our statistical
analysis of LSAT relationships, yielding a total of 1725 scores for purposes of
our analysis of the possible relationship between LSAT scores and bar exam
pass rates. 47 As a result of missing only a handful of LSAT scores for some of

43. "So, bar exam pass rates are down, and there are schools that claim that their student qualifications
are the same as in the past. Are the students the same? Maybe yes, maybe no; discovering the answer would
take a complete analysis, accounting for the LSAT scores and undergraduate GPAs [UGPA] of students below
the 25th percentile . . . ." Mark A. Albanese, Declines, Desertions, Defections: Factors Affecting Law School
Passing Rates, THE BAR EXAMINErEXAMINErEXAMINER, (Jun. 2016), Vol. 85, No. 2, at 60,
http://www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmediafiles%2FBar-

Examiner%2Farticles%2F2016%2F850216-BE-June20l6-TestingColumn.pdf.
44. Because there are fluctuations with respect to LSAT scores and bar exam results for February testtakers, due primarily to the smaller sample size of February test-takers, we will focus our analysis solely on
July test-takers.
45. As mentioned previously, because the NCBE's focus is on LSAT, this study also focuses on
LSAT's potential relationship with bar exam pass rates. For in depth analysis of the relationships among a
number of other variables that might impact bar exam performance, such as UGPA, 1 LGPA, GLGPA, and
LSAT scores, see Scott Johns, Empirical Reflections: A Statistical Evaluation of Bar Exam Program
Interventions, 54 U. LOUISVILLE L. REV. 35 (2016) (using regression analysis to analyze and predict bar exam
performance based on a number of possible empirical factors).
46. With respect to these eighteen (18) takers, some of these individuals were admitted without LSAT
scores based on a waiver for advanced standing students. With respect to other takers with missing LSAT data,
the LSAT scores were based on previous LSAT scoring methods such that the inclusion of those LSAT scores
(e.g., 650 out of a possible 800 points in one previous LSAT scoring system and 42 out of 48 points in a
different previous LSAT scoring system) would distort the analysis. See, e.g., LSAT Overview, VELOCITY
TEST PREP, www.velocitylsat.com (indicating that the LSAT originally used a scale from 200-800 points and
then, in 1981, the LSAT switched to a 48-point scale, and finally, in 1991, the LSAT adopted its current system
of scaling points from 120-180 points).
47. PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL, 208-09 (indicating that one can use the SPSS feature called
"pairwise exclusion" in order to account for limited missing values for analysis).
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the exam administrations, we have a robust database to examine whether firsttime bar exam rates from the period of 2008 to 2015 correspond with LSAT
scores.
Table 3: LSAT Data Availability Per Bar Exam Administration
First-Time July Takers - Bar Exam Administrations
2008 to 2015
N = 1743

Number
Takers without
LSAT

Total Number
First-Time Takers
Per Bar Exam

Bar Exam Year

Nu be Taker
wi TVValid
LSAT

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

212
227
234
201
241

2
5
5
2
2

214
232
239
203
243

2013
2014
2015

209
200
201

1
1
0

210
201
201

C. DescriptiveStatisticalAnalysis

The next step involves looking at descriptive statistics to observe whether
or not LSAT scores have appeared to differ in terms of LSAT distributions over
the course of the 2008 to 2015 period. 48 As an initial matter, Table 4 provides
the overall LSAT descriptive statistics for the total population of first-time DU
test takers for the July bar exams from 2008 to 2015.49 As indicated in this
table, the 25h percentile LSAT score is 154.
48. Descriptive statistics is the use of visual and/or numerical tools to understand the overall import of
data (the central tendencies of the data); see generally CHAVA FRANKFORT-NACHMIAS & ANNA LEONGUERRERO, SOCIAL STATISTICS FOR A DIVERSE SOCIETY 65-83 (5th ed. 2009) (providing a helpful survey of
various graphical methods to present data). With respect to numerical measures of the central tendencies of
data, see also, id. at 94-120 (providing conceptual meanings of various numerical measures of central
tendencies such as mean, median, mode, and standard deviation).
49. Thus, before moving into detailed analysis of the descriptive statistics of the general trends of the
data that we observe either visually or numerically, it might be helpful to review the common meanings of a
few statistical terms. Mean is popular known as the average score. STEPHEN GORARD, QUANTITATIVE
METHODS IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: THE ROLE OF NUMBERS MADE EASY 185 (2001). The median
provides a "reader with an idea of the central or most representative value" based on the middle value such that
half of the data lies below the median with the other half above the median value. Id. at 185. An outlier is a
value that seems "clearly outside the range of normal frequencies." Id. at 186.
The standard deviation
provides a measure of the spread of the variable. Id. at 187. The null hypothesis is "the hypothesis that there is
no difference in the population between the two groups" that are tested. Id. at 113. The alternative hypothesis
is "the explanation that there is a real difference" in the two groups that is not due to chance. Id. at 116. The
term degrees of freedom ("df') "represents the number of scores that are free to vary in any analysis, which is
"used to help estimate the impact of random variation in null hypothesis statistical testing." Finally, the
significance level ("sig") refers to the value used by researchers (commonly .05) to determine whether to
"retain our null hypothesis" and therefore reject the alternative hypothesis or to "reject the null hypothesis" and
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Table 4: Overall LSAT Descriptive Statistics
First-Time July Bar Exam Test Takers with Valid LSAT Scores
2008 to 2015
N = 1725
Overall
LSAT
Data
Test
Takers
with
Valid

Mean
LSAT

LA Nubr

Number

1725

157.5

Std.
Deviation

4.711

Mi
LSAT

137

Max.
LSAT

175

Percentile LSAT
5 0 th

2 5 th

7 t
75th

(Median)

154

158

161

LSAT

*Note: Test Takers without LSAT
Takers

=

=

18; Test Takers with LSAT

=

1725; Total Test

1743

With respect to LSAT distributions for each of the particular July bar exam
administrations from 2008 to 2015, based on visual inspection of Figure 1, we
observe that median LSAT scores appear to have been relatively constant
regardless of the exam administration. Furthermore (and in contrast to previous
years), there are far less outliers with respect to the most recent bar exam
administrations. This is important because one of the NCBE claims is that bar
passage rates have dropped because law schools have expanded the "tail" of the
LSAT distributions in terms of matriculated law students. Based on visual
inspection, however, we see that the "tail" for DU first-time takers has shrunk
during the period of 2008 to 2015, which means that the law school was not
dipping into admitting so-called "less able" students in the bottom 25" percentile
LSAT distribution.

assume that there is a "significant difference" between the two groups that is not due to random chance. Id. at
115-17. In other words, if the results of our test show less than a 5 percent chance of occurring due to random
events, then we can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis that there is a real, nonchance difference in our groups.
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Figure 1: Boxplot
LSAT Distributions July Bar Exams
2008 to 2015
N =1725 50

0

oo

July Bar Exam Date

In further evaluation of the general trends observed in the boxplots, we can
use the histograms in Figure 2 to see that LSAT shapes have remained relatively
consistent over time with the exception of a reduction in the magnitude of the
LSAT tail, which appears to be shrinking, again, contrary to the NCBE's claim
(suggesting that recent declines in bar pass rates might be tied to increases in the
LSAT tail).

50. Boxplots convey helpful information regarding the distributions of scaled scores, such as LSAT
scores. The circles indicate outlier LSAT scores, while the vertical line extended below the rectangular box
indicates the magnitude of the tail. As we see from this boxplot, the NCBE's suggestion that declines in bar
exam scores might be the result of law schools admitting and graduating more students within the bottom "tail"
of LSAT distributions is not substantiated, at least visually, because the LSAT tail has decreased substantially
across the period of 2008 to 2015. The rectangular boxes indicate the interquartile range of LSAT scores (i.e.,
the middle 50 percent of the LSAT scores). The distributions of the interquartile range (middle 50 percent of
the LSAT scores) are indicated by the length of the rectangular boxes, while the horizontal lines within the
rectangular boxes indicate the median LSAT values. As can be observed, the median LSAT scores through the
2008 to 2015 period have held relatively constant. The top and bottom "whiskers" of each boxplot indicate the
minimum and maximum LSAT values excluding outliers. See, e.g., PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL 7678 (providing a description on how to interpret boxplots). Based on visual inspection of this boxplot, the
LSAT distributions appear to be substantially similar (or even better) across time.
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Figure 2: Histogram
LSAT Data Distribution July Bar Exams
2008 to 2015
N =1725
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In addition, we can confirm the visual patterns that we observe by looking
at tabular presentations of the numerical values. For example, as seen in Table
5, we observe that LSAT distributions for each exam administration are roughly
similar in terms of mean, standard deviation, and range with only slight
fluctuations. However, because the minimum LSAT scores have increased and
the standard deviations have become smaller over time, the descriptive data
suggests that the LSAT tail has been decreasing rather than increasing, again,
contrary to the NCBE's contention tying bar pass rates to possible increases in
the LSAT tail.
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Table 5: LSAT Data Distribution July Bar Exams - ANOVA Test Results
July Bar Exams 2008 to 2015
N = 1725
Minimum
LSAT

Maximum
LSAT

5.965

137

175

157.09

5.041

141

169

234

156.65

5.083

140

175

2011

201

157.42

3.888

146

169

2012

241

157.80

4.130

148

172

2013

209

158.53

4.134

143

171

2014

200

158.52

4.293

147

171

2015

201

157.66

4.335

147

168

Total LSAT

1725

157.50

4.711

137

175

July Bar Exam

N

Mean

2008

212

156.45

2009

227

2010

Std. Deviation

In addition, as illustrated numerically by Table 6, the 25h percentile LSAT
has remained roughly similar throughout the period of 2008 to 2015 (153.75 to
156) with the exception of a low point for the July 2008 test-takers (152).
Another significant example is that the 25h percentile LSAT scores were
identical for the July 2009 and July 2015 bar exams (LSAT 25 percentile =
154); and yet, the pass rates were substantially different for those years (91
percent for the July 2009 exam versus 82 percent for the July 2015 exam). Thus,
facially it does not appear that DU bar passage trends are related to either an
expansion in a LSAT tail or significant changes in LSAT scores at the 2 5 th
percentile. Instead, particularly with respect to the bottom quartile of the LSAT
distributions, we observe a decrease rather than an expansion of LSAT tail
despite the NCBE's theory that declining bar exam rates might be due to either
slippage in 25h percentile LSAT scores or changes in the LSAT tail.
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51

First-Time July Takers - Per Bar Exam Administration
2008 to 2015 Bar Exams
N = 1725
Pass Data
First-

LSAT Percentiles Per Bar Exam Administration

July
Bar

Exam

5

10

25

50

75

90

95

Time

Date
161
160
160

162
163
162

163
165
163

Pass Rate
84%
91%
88%

159
159.5

160
160
161
161

162
163
163
164

163
164.9
164.5
166

90%
91%
87%
84%

158

161

163

164

820

2008

146

148

152

158

2009
2010
2011
2012

148
148
151
151

150
150
152
153

154
153.75

158
158

155
155

158
158

2013
2014
2015

151
152
150

153
153
152

156
155
154

The next issue involves examining bar passage rates for DU first-time July
takers for the period 2008 to 2015. The first-time bar exam pass rates for DU
July takers have varied considerably from the period of 2008 to 2015, as
reflected in Table 7. Looking at first-time DU bar exam pass rates, the highest
pass rates were observed in 2009 (91 percent), 2011 (90 percent), and 2012 (91
percent), respectively, prior to Colorado's adoption of holistic relative grading of
MEE and MPT answers, which started with the 2013 bar exam. 52
Table 7: Bar Passage Rates
First-Time Takers
2008 to 2015 July Bar Exams
N = 1743
July Bar
Pass Data
Exam Year
Number FirstTime Fail
NumberFirstTime Pass
NumberFirstTime Takers
First-Time Pass
Rate

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Cumulative Total
Pass Data July
Exams
(2008 to 2015)

34

22

28

20

22

28

32

36

222

180

210

211

183

221

182

169

165

1521

214

232

239

203

243

210

201

201

1743

84%

91%

88%

90%

91%

87%

84%

82%

87%

51. The 5 0 thpercentile is also referred to as the median LSAT score because it is, colloquially speaking,
the halfway data point.
52. As illustrated in Table 8 by the missing values for bar exam scores, we do not have sufficient
information to evaluate whether the change to holistic relative grading impacted bar exam results controlling
for other variables because Colorado no longer provides law school access to bar exam scores.
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Further, as observed in Table 8, based on comparisons with the state firsttime averages, the highest pass rate comparisons occurred in 2012 (DU graduates
outperformed the state average by 6 percent) and in 2014 (DU graduates
outperformed the state average, again, by 6 percent). The low-water mark for
DU graduates in terms of absolute first-time pass rate occurred in 2015 (82
percent) while the low-water mark for DU graduates in terms of comparison to
the state average occurred in 2009 (with DU graduates outperforming the state
average by just 2 percent). 53
Table 8: First-Time Bar Pass Rates with State Averages, LSAT Data, and Bar
Exam Scores
July Taker Data - 2008 to 2015
N = 1743
Mean

25th Perc.

Number

Total Bar

Total Bar
Exam Score

July
First-Time
Tkr

298.117

282

214

144

304.487

291

232

141

299.95

286

239

150.581

142

303.044

289

203

Not
released

Not
released

Not
released

Not released

243

Not
Not
released released

Not
released

Not
released

Not
released

Not released

210

Not
Not
released released

Not
released

Not
released

Not
released

Not released

201

Avg.
LSAT

Perc.
LSAT

Mean
Essay
Score

25th
Perc.
Essay

Mean
MBE

25th
Perc.
MBE

-3%

156.45

152

149.832

141

148.285

140

89%

2%

157.12

154

152.427

146

152.034

85%

3%

156.65

153.75

150.724

143

149.226

90%

86%

4%

157.42

155

152.463

145

91%

85%

6%

157.8

155

Not
Not
released released

2013

87%

84%

3%

158.53

156

2015

82%

77%

5%

157.69

154

July
Bar
Exam

DU
Pass
Rate

State
Pass
Rate

Diff.

2008

84%

87%

2009

91%

2010

88%

2011
2012

2 5 th

Score

Finally, as also indicated in Table 8, we observe relatively stable LSAT
scores and distributions across the years. In contrast, first-time bar pass rates
have ranged from 82 percent (July 2015 bar exam) to 91 percent (July 2012 bar
exam and July 2009 bar exam). The LSAT mean scores and 25h percentile
LSAT scores, however, appear to be substantially identical with respect to DU
first-time test takers for the high-water 91 percent first-time pass rate for the July
2009 bar exam in comparison to the low-water 82 percent first-time pass rate for
the July 2015 bar exam. Thus, at least based on descriptive statistics, it appears
that the NCBE's claims regarding expansion of the LSAT tail and drop in the
25h percentile LSAT scores are unfounded explanations for the declines in first-

53. As indicated in Table 8 by the data in the column labeled "state pass rate," the State of Colorado has
experienced dramatic declines in first-time bar passage rates throughout the time period of 2008 to 2015. If
such declines are not in fact related to the academic quality of entering students or the academic quality of legal
education, then there must be other causal factors that are influencing the downturn in bar passage rates.
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time bar pass rates experienced by DU graduates. DU first-time pass rates are
seemingly unrelated to LSAT scores because we observe only minor fluctuations
in LSAT distributions over the course of the same period. Consequently, the
NCBE's LSAT theory-suggesting that bar pass rates have declined due to
significant drops in LSAT scores-is not substantiated by our descriptive data.
Instead, differentials in bar pass rates appear to be largely unrelated to LSAT
scores (and, in some years, LSAT scores appear to be better than in previous
years despite declines in bar pass rates). In short, examination of descriptive
statistics does not support the NCBE's LSAT claims with respect to LSAT
scores for DU first-time takers from the period 2008 to 2015.54
D. Inferential StatisticalAnalysis
1. Overview of Statistical Hypothesis Testing Methods
Regardless of our initial impressions based on observations of the
descriptive statistics, the next issue involves conducting statistical tests
(inferential analysis) of the NCBE's hypothesis that declines in LSAT scores are
related to declines in first-time bar passage rates. In this section, we will use
statistical methods to examine the NCBE's LSAT assertion based on
longitudinal LSAT and first-time bar passage data for DU bar takers with respect
to the Colorado Bar Exam. If the NCBE's assertion is true, then, we should find
empirical evidence by using statistical tests based on the alleged declines in 25h
percentile LSAT scores for DU bar exam takers that correspond to swings in bar
passage rates. Our null hypothesis is that there is no meaningful longitudinal
difference with respect to LSAT scores for our July first-time takers that would
account for differences in July first-time bar passage rates for our DU graduates.
The process of testing the NCBE's LSAT claim involves two empirical issues.
First, we must examine longitudinal bar pass rates to observe whether the
differences that we see among bar pass rates for the various bar exam
administrations are statistically significant. Second, we must analyze whether
LSAT distributions are statistically different for the various bar exam
administrations.
2. Testing First-Time Bar Exam Pass Rates for Differences: Chi-Square Test for
Independence
The first analytical step involves evaluating whether DU first-time bar pass
rates have historically declined between the years of 2008 and 2015 with respect
54. Before engaging in statistical tests to analyze whether there might exist any meaningful differences
in terms of LSAT score distributions, we also observe in Table 8 that actual point scores from the period of
2008 to 2011 have varied only slightly in terms of mean essay, MBE, or bar exam total scores (and 2 5 h
percentile essay, MBE, or total bar exam scores). Nevertheless, despite only small changes in the bar exam
scores, first-time pass rates have varied significantly during this same time period from a low of 84 percent in
2008 (based on a mean total score of 298 points out of 400 points) to a high of 91 percent in 2009 (based on a
mean total score of 304.487 out of 400 points), thus suggesting that there is little empirical differences between
individuals that barely pass the bar exam and individuals that barely fail the bar exam between various bar
exam administrations. In addition, as observed in Table 7, the state no longer releases bar exam score data to
law schools, making it difficult for law schools to effectively engage in fine-tuning analysis of bar exam results
in order to make proactive educational changes.
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to first-time DU July bar exam takers for the Colorado Bar Exam. Thus, the null
hypothesis is that there are no statistically significant differences among firsttime bar pass rates for the period 2008 to 2015. As is common in the social
sciences, we will evaluate our statistical tests for significance based on a p-level
of .05, which means that we will reject the null hypothesis if there is a 95 percent
chance or better that our results are not the product of chance. The p-value
indicates whether there is a probability that the numerical association observed is
due to chance or not.5 5 In brief, if we have no significant differences in terms of
test-takers or the exam itself (or other factors) from 2008 to 2015, then we would
expect to see similar first-time pass rates throughout the relevant time period.
But, as we observed in Table 7, we see numerous differences in first-time pass
rates for July bar exam takers over the period of 2008 to 2015. It is these
differences in pass rates that we will initially test. In other words, we are asking
the following initial research question:
Research Question 1:
Are there meaningful statistically significant associations between bar pass
rates and bar exam administrations for the period 2008 to 2015?
Short Answer 1:
Yes. The results of our statistical analysis of bar pass rates are statistically
significant, meaning that differences in bar pass rates throughout the period of
2008 to 2015 are not related to chance, but rather, are related to other possible
non-random variables.
As a preliminary matter, the appropriate empirical test to investigate
whether proportions (first-time bar pass rates) are significantly different is the
chi-square test for independence.
The chi-square test for independence is
utilized when exploring the relationship between a categorical variable (i.e.: bar
exam dates) with another categorical variable (i.e.: bar pass rates) for each of the
July bar exams from 2008 to 2015.56 As indicated in Table 8, the proportions
for first-time pass rates appear to significantly differ from year to year, ranging
from approximately 82 percent for the July 2015 bar exam to approximately 91
percent for the July 2009 bar exam. But, in order to determine whether these
differences in bar pass rates are statistically significant, rather than just due to
chance differences, we look at Table 9, which indicates the results from our chisquare test for independence.
First, as indicated in the column for significance, because p < .05 (p = .029),
we reject the null hypothesis that there are no statistical differences among the
bar pass rates for the various bar exam years. In rejecting this null hypothesis,
we accept the NCBE's hypothesis that there has been some significant
differences with respect to first-time bar pass rates for DU graduates over the
55.

See, e.g., DANIEL MuIJs, DOING QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION 78, 191 (2nd ed. 2011)

(providing a valuable overview of statistical hypothesis testing and indicating that most social scientists use a
statistical level of confidence of 95 percent, which means, if the results are statistically significant, that our test
results are "unlikely to occur in the sample [due to chance observations alone] if there is no [real] effect in the
population").
56. PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL 214.
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time period from 2008 to 2015. Therefore, we next examine whether differences
in LSAT distributions during this same period might have influenced the
differences in bar pass rates that we observed for our population of first-time DU
bar takers for the July bar exams from 2008 to 2015.
Table 9: Chi-Square Test for Independence
July Bar Exam Pass Rates - 2008 to 2015
N = 1743

I

Pearson Chi-Square

Test
Value
15.573

df
7

Sig.
(2-sided)
.029

3. Testing the LSAT-Bar Pass Relationship: One-Way Analysis of Variance
Testing (ANOVA)
Because bar pass rates are statistically different, the next issue is evaluating
the NCBE hypothesis considering whether the decreases in bar passage rates are
due to the declines in LSAT scores. We might state our research question in
regards to that issue as follows:
Research Question 2:
Are there meaningful statistically significant differences among LSAT
scores for the various years in which bar exam pass rates declined?
Short Answer 2:
No. While there are statistically significant differences among LSAT
scores for some of the bar exam administrations for the period 2008 to 2015, the
associations are in the opposite positive direction of movement rather than the
negative direction of movement as posited by the NCBE. This is because, on the
whole, LSAT scores have remained statistically relatively constant or, in some
cases, improved, notwithstanding declines in bar pass rates. Thus bar exam pass
rate declines are statistically unrelated to LSAT differences
First, in order to test for LSAT differences over time on bar pass rates, we
must initially decide on whether it is appropriate to use a parametric statistic test
(one-way analysis of variance), ("ANOVA"), or a non-parametric statistic test
(Kruskal-Wallis test) in order to determine whether there are statistical
significant associations among LSAT distributions and first-time bar pass rates.
In brief, parametric tests are suitable for analyzing a continuous variable
provided that the variable is normally distributed based on the classical bellshaped curve. 57 If LSAT scores are not normally distributed, then we should use
the non-parametric test - the Kruskal-Wallis test.5 8 So, this preliminary step
involves testing LSAT score distributions for normality.

57. PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL 103.

58. In brief, the Kruskal-Wallis Test requires that the samples must be based on independent
observations, which means that each person in our database cannot appear in more than one group (i.e., bar
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In this case, Table 10 provides the test results for normality with respect to
the distributions of LSAT scores. Normality is indicated using the KolmogorovSmirnov test with p < .05 (in our test, p = 0), which means that our LSAT scores
are normally distributed for use with parametric tests. 59 Accordingly, we will
use the parametric one-way analysis of variance test, referred to as ANOVA. 60
Table 10: LSAT Test for Normal Distribution
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Results
N = 1725

Normality Test for LSAT Distributions

Statistic for Normality Test

Df

Sig.

All Years

0.117

1725

0

2008

0.146

212

0

2009

0.106

227

0

2010

0.118

234

0

2011

0.101

201

0

2012

0.095

241

0

2013

0.153

209

0

2014

0.135

200

0

2015

0.109

201

0

exam date), but, unlike our bar passage data with respect to analyzing LSAT scores, the data need not be
distributed normally. PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL 211.
59. There are a number of required assumptions for use of parametric tests. First, the dependent
variable - in this case LSAT scores - must be a continuous variable, which is satisfied. Second, the LSAT
observations must be independent, meaning that the "individual cases in each group are different people,"
which is satisfied within our data set because each individual only appears once as a first-time bar exam taker.
See STEPHEN GORARD, QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: THE ROLE OF NUMBERS MADE

EASY 152-53 (2001). Next, parametric tests assume that the LSAT scores for each group contain equal
variances, which is verified within the parametric test for one-way analysis of variance. However, the
assumption concerning homogeneity of variance is "reasonably robust to violations of this assumption,
provided the size of [each] of your groups is reasonably similar (e.g., largest/smallest = 1.5). PALLANT, SPSS
Survival Manual, 203-04. Therefore, even if variances are not equal, we need not meet this assumption with
respect to this research article in order to use the parametric test of one-way analysis of variance because each
of the bar exam groups (first-time bar exam takers for the periods 2008 to 2015) are quite similar in size (with n
ranging from 201 to 243 test takers). Id. at 204. Because LSAT scores are distributed normally and
independent of other LSAT scores, we can use parametric statistical tests.
60. For an overview and step-by-step discussion of statistical testing using ANOVA within educational
research settings, see DANIEL MUIJS, DOING QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION WITH SPSS 185-201 (2d
ed. 2011). In brief, ANOVA tests "the null hypothesis that several group means ([for example] the mean score
of pupils in type A intervention classrooms, type B intervention classrooms, and comparison classrooms) are
equal in population." Id. at 185-86. The reason that this statistical method is called analysis of variance "is
because ANOVA works by comparing the spread (or variance) of the group means (called the between-groups
sum of squares) with the spread (or variance) of values within the groups (called the within-group sum of
squares)." Id. at 186. For another example of the use of ANOVA testing in educational settings, see also,
STEPHEN GoRARD, QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: THE ROLE OF NUMBERS MADE

EASY 158-61 (2001).
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Our next step, prior to engaging in ANOVA, is to test whether the LSAT
variances are substantially equal, referred to as homogeneity of variances. As
background, the type of ANOVA test that we use depends on whether LSAT
variances are substantially equal. Thus, we look at Table 11 to determine
whether the variances in LSAT scores are substantially equal. In order to
determine whether we can assume that variances are equal, we use Levene's Test
for homogeneity (equality) of variances. As indicated in Table 11, the test result
is significant with p < .05 (in our test, p = 0), which means that we cannot
assume that the LSAT variances are statistically equal, despite the general
descriptive statistics indicating that the LSAT means and standard deviations are
substantially similar, as indicated in Table 11.61 Therefore, we will use the
ANOVA test for LSAT distributions when the assumption of homogeneity of
variances is not met.
Table 11: Test for Homogeneity of Variances of LSAT Distributions
July Bar Exams 2008 to 2015
N = 1725

Levene's Test Statistic

dfl

df2

Sig.

9.269

7

1717

0

There are two ANOVA tests available when homogeneity of variances is
not satisfied: the Welch test and the Brown-Forsythe test.62 Using both tests as a
matter of prudence, we look at Table 12 to determine whether the Welch and
Brown-Forsythe tests are statistically significant. In this case, because the
significance values for both ANOVA tests are less than .05 (in our test, p = 0),
we can reject the null hypothesis that there are no significant differences with
respect to LSAT scores among the bar exam takers from 2008 to 2015.
However, we must dig deeper to determine which groups in particular exhibit
statistically significant differences in terms of LSAT scores. 63
Table 12: ANOVA Test Result - LSAT Variances
Robust Tests of Equality of Means
Homogeneity of Variances Not Verified
N = 1725

LSAT

Statistics

dfl

df2

Sig.

Welch

5.528

7

731.569

0

Brown-Forsythe

5.903

7

1584.295

0

61. PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL 246.
62. PALLANT, SPSS SURVIVAL MANUAL 246.
63. See DANIEL MUIJS, DOING QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION WITH SPSS 16-17 (2d ed.
2011) (indicating that the ANOVA test is a "global test," which means that the ANOVA test only tells us
whether there are "significant differences somewhere in the comparisons between... groups. We don't know
where the significance lies" until we do so-called "post-hoc comparisons" of the different groups to ascertain
which groups are indeed statistical different.).
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Accordingly, we next look at mean LSAT differences in order to establish
whether LSAT scores were indeed statistically significantly different based on
year-to-year comparisons. 64 In this case, as indicated in Table 13, the mean
difference values that are identified by asterisks correspond with statistically
significant differences in LSAT between the various July test-takers. 65 In short,
these are the only few year-to-year comparisons in which LSAT scores are
significantly different. Moreover, because the NCBE specifically asserted that
July 2014 bar exam declines were related to "less able" test takers than in
comparison to previous administrations, we specifically look at the 2014
multiple comparisons as our starting point to evaluate whether LSAT scores
made a statistical difference in bar exam pass rates. 66
As indicated in Table 13, we observe that LSAT scores for 2014 are indeed
statistically different from LSAT scores for test takers for 2008, 2009, and 2010.
But surprisingly, the direction of difference is in the opposite direction as
hypothesized by the NCBE, at least based on statistical analysis of DU test
takers, such that LSAT scores for 2014 test takers were better than LSAT scores
for DU first-time test takers for the 2008, 2009, and 2010 bar exams. In other
words, at least according to LSAT scores, DU test takers were "more able" in
2014 in comparison to a number of previous years, and yet, the DU first-time bar
pass rate was - at least twice - substantially lower in 2014 (a pass rate of 84
percent) versus 2009 (a pass rate of 91 percent) and also versus 2010 (a pass rate
of 88 percent). In short, despite some differences among bar takers from test
administration to test administration, LSAT differences exhibit no influence on
DU first-time bar exam performance for the Colorado UBE with respect to the
July 2014 bar exam in comparison to prior years, particularly because LSAT has
statistically improved in some recent years.
Similarly, we can look at the multiple comparisons for 2015 test takers. By
looking again at Table 13 (but this time for the year 2015), we see that there are
no statistically significant differences in LSAT between 2015 takers versus 2008,
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014 takers. Thus, we lack empirical
evidence to support the NCBE's LSAT claim that "less able" test takers based on
LSAT scores were to blame for recent declines in bar exam performance.
Specifically, the 2015 test takers appear to be as similarly situated as the 2009

64. In previous research, we found-using regression analysis that incremental differences in LSAT
scores only lead to marginal differences in bar exam scores, such that a one-point drop in LSAT score (e.g.,
from 155 to 154) would only result in about a one point drop in a bar exam score on a scale of 400 possible
points (e.g., from a 280 total bar exam score to a 279 total bar exam score). Scott Johns, EmpiricalReflections:
A Statistical Evaluation of Bar Exam Program Interventions, 54 U. LOUISVILLE L. REV. 35 (2016) (using
regression analysis to analyze and predict bar exam performance based on a number of possible empirical
factors). Therefore, it is important to note that LSAT plays a statistically significantly but relatively minor role
in predicting bar exam results when controlling for other variables, particularly LGPA. Id. Consequently,
despite the NCBE's LSAT claim, we should anticipate seeing few statistically significant differences based on
LSAT differences because LSAT is a much weaker predicator of bar outcomes in comparison to LGPA, for
example. See also id. at 62, Table 8 (providing numerical evidence that LGPA is a much powerful predicator
of bar exam performance than LSAT).
65. See DANIEL MUIJS, DOING QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION WITH SPSS 193 (2d ed. 2011)

(indicating that the calculation for means differences "does exactly what it says on the tin: it gives us the
difference between the means of the different categories").
66. Moeser, supra note 32, at 4-11.
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test takers with respect to LSAT scores; nevertheless, the 2009 first-time pass
rate (91 percent) was much greater than the 2015 first-time pass rate (82
percent). In sum, LSAT seems to have no statistical significance with respect to
serving as a factor in explaining first-time bar passage results (based on
empirical data for DU takers from 2008 to 2015). Rather, our analysis suggests
factors other than LSAT declines account for declines in first-time bar passage
results.
Table 13: ANOVA Test Result LSAT Comparisons for Means Differences
Games-Howell Post-Hoc Test
Homogeneity of Variances Not Assumed
2008 to 2015 LSAT Comparisons for Statistical Significance
N = 1725

Bar Exam
Date &
FirstTime Pass
Rate

Bar Exam
LSAT
CmA
Comparisons
with Other
Years based
on LSAT

.
Comparison
Year FirstTime
Time Bar

Mean
Difference
in LSAT
Bw
Between
Bar Exam
Date and
Other Bar
Exam
Years

iSia
Sig
Level

Sig at
p <.05
Interpretation of Results

84%
2008
2014
First-Time
Pass Rate
84%

2015

0.002

1.422*

0.037

1.865*
1.097

0.001
0.131

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

91%
2009

2014 LSAT better than 2008
LSAT
2014 LSAT better than 2009
LSAT
2014 LSAT better than 2010
LSAT

2.062*

Yes
Yes
Yes

88%
2010
2011

90%

2012

91%

0.71

0.648

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

2013

87%

-0.011

1.0

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

2015

82%

0.853

0.497

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

2008

84%

1.209

0.262

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

2009

91%

0.569

0.914

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

2010

88%

1.012

0.329

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

2011
2012

90%
91%
87%

0.244
-0.143
-0.865

0.999
1.0
0.439

No
No
No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT
No Statistical Difference in LSAT
No Statistical Difference in LSAT

2014
84%
-0.853
* The mean difference is significant at .05.

0.497

No

No Statistical Difference in LSAT

First-Time
Pass Rate

822013
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E. Summary ofEmpiricalFindings
In summary, we have robust data in which to test whether LSAT
distributions have resulted in negative impacts on first-time bar passage rates for
DU graduates sitting for July bar exams from 2008 to 2015. Based on inspection
of the descriptive statistics, initially, we see no evidence to support the NCBE's
hypothesis of either a significant expansion of the tail of the LSAT distributions
or of evidence for significant declines in LSAT scores at the 25 percentile
LSAT score. Instead, LSAT scores appear to have remained substantially
similar (or in some cases improved) with respect to means, medians, standard
deviations, and 25h percentile scores for DU first-time bar exam takers for the
July bar exams from 2008 to 2015. In short (and in contrast and contrary to the
NCBE's hypothesis), the LSAT tail appears to have decreased and therefore
undermines the NCBE's LSAT claim. Consequently, the NCBE hypothesis
about declines in LSAT scores causing declines in bar pass rates appears to be
unfounded based on longitudinal analysis of LSAT and DU first-time bar
passage results.
Using the appropriate ANOVA test for statistical evaluation of LSAT
scores for first-time bar exam takers for the July bar exams from 2008 to 2015,
we further find that there is no empirical support based on statistical analysis that
more recent bar exam takers are "less able" in terms of LSAT scores. Rather,
the opposite appears to be true, or at least in part, since the LSAT scores for July
2014 bar exam takers (84 percent pass rate) were significantly better than the
LSAT scores of those sitting for the July 2008 bar exam (84 percent pass rate),
the July 2009 bar exam (91 percent pass rate), and the July 2010 bar exam (88
percent pass rate). With respect to the July 2015 bar exam takers (82 percent
pass rate), we find no statistically significant difference between their LSAT
scores and those of July bar exam takers from 2008 to 2014. In short, empirical
evidence does not support the NCBE LSAT claim.
Therefore, despite
fluctuations in first-time bar pass rates from 2008 to 2015 for July bar exam
takers (ranging from 82 percent to 91 percent), there must be alternative reasons
to account for the differences in bar passage rates - reasons that have nothing to
do with LSAT scores - at least based on empirical analysis using DU first-time
bar exam takers. 67

67. Mark A. Albanese, Declines, Desertions, Defections: Factors Affecting Law School Passing Rates,
THE
BAR
EXAMINEr,
Jun.
2016,
Vol.
85,
No.
2,
60,
http://www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmediafiles%2FBarExaminer%2Farticles%2F2016%2F850216-BE-June20l6-TestingColumn.pdf (suggesting that declines in bar
exam rates might also be the result of declines in UGPA). However, as the NCBE acknowledges, the NCBE
has no evidence to support this hypothesis. Accordingly, our research focused on the NCBE's LSAT claim
instead. Nevertheless, an ANOVA test with respect to UGPA does not support the NCBE's conjecture about
less able test takers based on UGPA for the 2014 and 2015 bar exam takers. In this test, we conducted a oneway between-groups analysis of variance (ANOVA) to explore the impact of UGPA on bar passage rates for
the July bar exams from 2008 to 2015. There was a statistically significant difference at the p < .05 level in
UGPA among the groups of first-time bar takers: [F (7, 1722) = 9.465, p = .0]. However, despite reaching
statistical significance, the actual differences in mean scores between the groups, using post-hoc comparisons
based on the Games-Howell test for non-equal assumption of variances, indicated that the mean UGPA scores
were not statistically different for 2014 and 2015 in comparisons to UGPA for first-time bar takers from 2010,
2011, 2012, and 2013. Furthermore, the mean scores that were statistically different were in the opposite
direction of the NCBE's hypothesis (that UGPA scores are in decline). Instead, the mean UGPA scores are
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Because our analysis finds that the NCBE's primary LSAT empirical
assertion fails to have statistical support, there must be other factors influencing
declines in first time bar passage results. 68 In this section, we brainstorm
possible alternative explanations that might be evaluated in the future as possible
accounts for the nationwide declines in first-time bar passage rates and the
declines experienced by our own bar exam takers. Overall, there are at least
three other potential classes of explanations that one might analyze: (1) declines
might be related to changes in student preparation methods for the bar exam; (2)
declines might be related to changes in law school curriculum and instruction;
and/or, (3) declines might be related to changes in bar exam content and
grading. 69
First, bar exam pass rate declines might be related to changes in the ways
that students prepare for the bar exam. Based on anecdotal observations of DU
graduates preparing for the Colorado bar exam from the period 2008 to 2015, the
majority of students in the early part of this time period typically prepared for
bar exams through immersion in commercial bar review courses that were
predominantly organized as classroom learning experiences. In short, students
would attend classroom lectures that were delivered by either live lectures or via
videotape lectures that allowed students to engage in taking handwritten notes
within a traditional learning environment. For most bar takers, the classroom
learning experience was similar to how the materials were largely presented
throughout their college and law school learning environments. Recently, there
seems to be a large migration to online bar review learning platforms with many

statistically better in 2014 and 2015 than in comparisons with the UGPA scores for first-time takers for the
2008 and 2009 July bar exams. Critically, those are the only two years that UGPA show a statistical difference
with respect to the other year, and, because UGPA improved, the NCBE's hypothesis that UGPA declines
might be a casual factor seems to be lacking empirical support. Because the NCBE does not provide empirical
evidence for the NCBE's UGPA claim, we have limited the discussion of analysis in this article to the NCBE's
empirical claim based on LSAT. Nevertheless, we have provided the ANOVA test results for UGPA within
the appendix.
68. Notwithstanding this analysis, the NCBE continues to posit its primary claim regarding bar passage
rate declines, namely, that drops in the 2 5 h percentile LSAT explain the nationwide drops in MBE scores.
Erica Moeser, President'sPage,THE BAR EXAMINER, Mar. 2016, Vol. 85, No. 1, 4-13.
69. Nevertheless, for contrary views that continue to support the NCBE's LSAT claim regarding "less
able" test takers, see, for example, Staci Zaretsky, Multistate Bar Exam Average Score Plummets to Three-

Decade Low (Apr. 1, 2016),
http://abovethelaw.com/2016/04/multistate-bar-exam-average-score-plummets-to-three-decade-low/
(opining
that "admission standards must be raised to stop this misery"); see also, Jonathan R. Tung, MBE Scores Lowest

in

33

Years:

When

Will

the

Pain

Stop?

(Apr.

5,

2016),

http://blogs.findlaw.com/greedyassociates/2016/04/mbe-scores-lowest-in-33-years-when-will-the-painstop.html (suggesting that 33-year low for the Feb. 2016 MBE average score supports the NCBE's claim
concerning "less able" test takers and that, in addition, the MBE low average score was predictable because of
the addition of another MBE subject (federal civil procedure) such that "whenever the battlefield changes, there
will be more casualties because there are more unknown factors to grapple with."); see also, Adam Lamparello,
Legal Education at a Crossroads:A Response to MeasuringMerit: The Shultz-Zedeck Research on Law School
Admissions, 62 Loy. L. Rev. 235 (2015), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2621059 (arguing that bar passage rates will
continue to significantly decline due to LSAT declines at the 2 5 h percentile). Consequently, because we have
limited our analysis to DU test takers, there is always the possibility that LSAT might be having a negative
influence on bar passage rates at other law schools. But, at least with respect to DU, the NCBE LSAT claim is
not support by our data.
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students independently watching online video lectures outside of their normal
experience of classroom-based learning. Further, because most commercial
courses provide much of their practice materials (including MBE questions)
through computer-generated platforms, many students might be learning to read,
work, and analyze practice problems in ways that might not be directly
transferable to a paper-based bar exam test. In sum, students may be preparing
quite differently for today's exam in comparison to the classroom-based and
paper-based preparation efforts made in the past, which might have some
relationship on bar exam outcomes.
Second, changes in law school curriculum and grading may have some
unanticipated impact on bar exam outcomes. In particular, with the expansion of
experiential learning courses (perhaps in lieu of more traditional doctrinal
courses), law students might not be learning the same sorts of academic skills
and experiences that are necessary for preparing for success on a traditional
paper-based, black-letter law bar exam. 7 0 As mentioned earlier, at least with
respect to DU curriculum, the core required courses have not changed
throughout the period of 2008 to 2015. Consequently, at least at first blush, this
supposition seems to lack merit. 7 1 Nevertheless, because serious claims have
been raised concerning potential curriculum and instructional impacts on bar
exam performance, future studies should evaluate this claim. 72
Third, changes in bar exam testing content and grading may have some
relationship with bar exam outcomes. As outlined in this article, the bar exam
(as administered in Colorado) has undergone substantial changes in terms of
both its scope and its grading methods since 2008. As previously discussed,
from 2008 to 2012 written answers were graded using objective point sheets,
however, starting in 2013 the state moved to holistic relative grading on a 1-6
scale. In addition, starting in 2012, the state no longer permitted applicantdirected appeals of essay or MPT problems. 73 Finally, with the February 2015
70. But see, Daniel Schwarcz and Dion Farganis, The Impact of Individualized Feedback on Student
Performance (July 2016), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstractid=2772393 (providing empirical
support suggesting that modern learning - to the extent that faculty utilize multiple individualized feedback
throughout the academic term - statistically improves law school grades across all courses regardless of LSAT

and UGPA).
71. Notwithstanding the lack of empirical support for the NCBE's LSAT claim based on our data set,
there is always the issue of academic underperformance in law school, particularly because LGPA correlates so
strongly with bar passage rates. For an invaluable empirical article regarding a brief intervention for incoming
undergraduates that made a statistically significant difference in UGPA for minority students, see Gregory M.
Walton, et al, A Brief Social-Belonging Intervention Improved Academic and Health Outcomes for Minority
Students, SCIENCE MAGAZINE (2011), http://science.sciencemag.org/content/331/6023/1447. Consequently, at
least in our opinion, law schools might focus more emphasis on social belonging and less emphasis on
academic predicators in order to enhance both academic performance in law school and, ostensibly, bar exam
pass rates too.
72. This is not to say that law schools ought not focus on experiential learning. Indeed, there are claims
that the bar exam, though presumably reliable in terms of measuring the same sorts of skills from test
administration to test administration, is not valid in terms of actually measuring minimum competency to
practice law. See generally Carol Goforth, Why the Bar Exam Fails to Raise the Bar, 42 OHIO N.U.L. REv. 47
(2015) (providing an excellent discussion suggesting that bar exams test skills and content that are not relevant
to the practice of law, as acutely demonstrated by the fact that practitioners - despite no evidence of
incompetency - must at least in some states take a bar exam anew to practice as a licensed attorney in another
jurisdiction).
73. Significantly, there is at least one concrete reason for permitting grading appeals, namely, providing
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bar exam the scope of the MBE included an additional tested subject, federal
civil procedure. In sum, the exam scope and grading protocols have perhaps
changed in ways that might significantly impact bar exam outcomes that are
unrelated to changes in the LSAT profiles for bar exam applicants.
Overall, the American Bar Association, state supreme courts, bar
examiners, the Law School Admissions Council, the NCBE, and law schools
should join efforts to share information, resources, and expertise in order to
better assess student learning, law school curriculum, and bar exam performance.
With this thought in mind, we should choose a specific starting point such as
specifically examining whether holistic relative grading, changes in bar exam
subject matter scope, and changes in the bar preparation study methods are
influencing bar pass rates. But, for now, the empirical evidence is clear, at least
with respect to DU graduates - that recent declines in first-time bar passage rates
are not explained by reliance on LSAT data. Rather, there are other factors at
work, factors that deserve serious collaborative investigation.
V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the NCBE's predominant claim about the influence of LSAT
scores, specifically, that the decrease in bar exam pass rates are the result of
declines in LSAT scores, is not supported by the DU experience based on
empirical evidence regarding LSAT scores and pass rates. With that being said,
this does not mean that law schools are off the hook. Rather, there have been
significant nationwide changes with respect to both law school curriculum and
law student learning that deserve our investigation. Moreover, there have also
been significant changes with respect to bar review learning too. Finally, the bar
exam instrument and grading protocols have been in flux. So, none of us,
whether students, legal educators, or bar examiners, can remain passive (or, even
worse, blame others). Too much is at stake for us to remain silent, both for those
that aspire to serve as officers of the court, and for those in our community that
need and deserve access to justice. Instead, to paraphrase C.S. Lewis, it's time
to stop crying because we - all of us - have work to do. In the interim, as
demonstrated by this research article, we can put to rest the NCBE claim that
LSAT scores are the culprits for recent declines in bar exam pass rates. Instead,
the mystery remains, a conundrum that we must confront directly by
collaboratively looking into other possible explanations for the recent historical
declines in bar exam outcomes - because none of us have all of the data and
some measure of independent accountability with respect to grading written exam answers. The issue was
raised poignantly in Georgia with respect to mistakes in grading written essays that were not uncovered for up
to one year in some cases. See Statement from BoardofBar Examiners ChairJohn Sammon, GEORGIA OFFICE
OF BAR ADMISSIONS (Sep. 6, 2016), http://georgiabarinfo.com (admitting on Sep. 6, 2016, that "[t]he Board of
Bar Examiners ha[d] determined that errors in the scoring of the July 2015 and February 2016 Bar
examinations resulted in 90 applicants being mistakenly notified that they had failed the examination when, in
fact, they had passed").That is indeed an unfortunate mistake, one that might have easily become apparent had
grade appeals in close cases been permitted. But, Georgia, like Colorado (supra), does not permit applicant
grade appeals.
See Essay and MBT Questions and Select Answers, OFFICE OF BAR EXAMINERS,
https://www.gabaradmissions.org/essay-and-mpt-questions-and-selected-answers (indicating that "there are no
regrades or appeals" once bar exam results have been released). As such, it is difficult for applicants and law
schools alike to meaningfully and independently assess (and correct, if necessary) bar exam grading.
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expertise needed to reach definitive conclusions regarding the casual factors
leading to bar passage declines. Our students and our communities deserve our
full attention . .. today.
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APPENDIX
Supplemental BackgroundAnalysis:
The RelationshipBetween UGPA and First-Time Bar Pass Rates
July Bar Exams - 2008 to 2015
The purpose of this appendix is to provide statistical test results regarding a
supplemental ANOVA test conducted with respect to the relationship between
UGPA and first-time bar passage results for the July bar exams from 2008 to
2015. As background, in June 2016, the NCBE asserted that bar exam rates
might be in decline for another possible reason: declines in UGPA at the 25b
percentile and below. 74 As the NCBE admitted, the NCBE has no empirical
support for the NCBE's UGPA claim. Nevertheless, the NCBE argued that
"discovering the answer [for why bar exam pass rates are in decline] would take
a complete analysis" to include UGPA. 75 Consequently, we have conducted a
supplemental analysis as to whether there might be empirical support within our
database for the NCBE's suggestion that bar exam rates might be in decline in
recent years because of lower trending UGPA distributions than in previous
years when bar passage rates were much higher.
As an initial matter, as observed in Table 14, our database of first-time
takers for July bar exams from 2008 to 2015 is only missing a handful of UGPA
scores for each of the various test administrations, suggesting that we have
sufficient UGPA data for each of the test administrations in order to conduct
ANOVA testing.
Table 14: UGPA Data Availability Per Bar Exam Administrations
First-time July Takers - Bar Exam Administrations
2008 to 2015
N = 1743

Bar Exam Year

Number Takers
with Valid UGPA

Number Takers
without Valid
UGPA

Total Number
First-Time Takers
Per Bar Exam

2008

212

2

214

2009

228

4

232

2010

236

3

239

2011

200

3

203

2012

239

4

243

2013

209

1

210

2014

200

1

201

199

2

201

2015

74. Mark A. Albanese, Declines, Desertions, Defections: Factors Affecting Law School Passing Rates,
THE
BAR
EXAMINER,
(Jun.
2016),
Vol.
85,
No.
2,
at
60,
http://www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmediafiles%2FBarExaminer%2Farticles%2F2016%2F850216-BE-June2Ol6-TestingColumn.pdf (suggesting that pass rates might
be in significant declines because of unaccounted changes in UGPA, among other possible factors).
75. Id.
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Next, as seen in Table 15, we have valid UGPA data for a total of 1723 test
takers out of 1743 test takers, which means that we have a robust set of empirical
data in which to analyze whether there is a possible relationship between UGPA
and bar passage rates. In addition, we observe a mean UGPA score of
approximately 3.369 with a fairly small standard deviation of just .364. Thus,
we are confident that we have a valid set of data in which to conduct statistical
testing for possible relationships between UGPA and bar exam rates.
Table 15: Overall UGPA Descriptive Statistics
First-Time July Bar Exam Takers with Valid UGPA
2008 to 2015
N = 1723

Overall UGPA Data
Test Takers with Valid
UGPA

Number

Mean

Standard Deviation

1723

3.3695862

0.3646522

Next, we look at Figure 3 for the boxplot distributions of LSAT for the July
bar exams for first-time takers from 2008 to 2015. As indicated by the bold
horizontal line within each rectangular box, the median LSAT has, overall
increased, while the tail of UGPA has decreased over time despite some
variations. Overall, the boxplots suggest that the NCBE's UGPA claim is
without merit because we do not seem to visually observe any significant
declines in UGPA distributions in recent years. Rather, the boxplots suggest that
UGPA distributions have remained largely the same or even slightly improved
over time.
Figure 3: Boxplot
UGPA Distributions July Bar Exams - 2008 to 2015
N = 1723
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In our next figure, we can visually confirm the inferences from inspecting
the boxplots because the histograms presented in Figure 4 also suggest that the
tail of UGPA distributions has - over time - trended to shrink, with fewer UGPA
test takers in more recent years in the tail of UGPA in comparison to previous
bar exam test takers. In addition, Figure 4 annotates the first-time pass rate that
corresponds with each UGPA distribution for each test administration. In brief,
at least visually, the highest pass rates seem to correspond with years in which
the UGPA tail was longer rather than shorter, which undercuts the NCBE's
suggestion that declines in UGPA might be casual factors with respect to recent
declines in bar passage rates. For example, the UGPA tail appears to be longest
in 2009 and 2010 when the pass rates were 91 percent and 89 percent,
respectively. In contrast, the UGPA tail appears to be shortest in 2014 when the
pass rate was only 84 percent, thus suggesting that UGPA is not playing a
significant role with respect to the declines in bar pass rates that we have observe
during the period of 2008 to 2015.
Figure 4: Histogram
UGPA Data Distribution July Bar Exams
2008 to 2015
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Consequently, we next look at Table 16 in order to numerically evaluate
distributions of the UGPA over time. As observed, the direction of movement
with respect to the UGPA tail seems to be towards increasingly higher UGPA
scores, as illustrated particularly by the increases over time at the 5 percentile,
10h percentile, and 25t percentile. In other words, the numerical percentiles
substantiate the visual patterns with respect to the UGPA tail observed in both
Figure 3 and Figure 4. Based on these observations of the descriptive data, it
appears that the NCBE's UGPA claim is without empirical support. However,
in order to reach such a conclusion, it is necessary to conduct inferential
statistical tests using ANOVA.
Table 16: UGPA Percentiles
First-Time Takers - Per Bar Exam Administration
2008 to 2015 Bar Exams
N = 1723

July Bar
Exam
Date

5

10

25

50

75

90

95

2008

2.5095

2.71

2.97

3.255

3.48

3.747

3.7935

2009

2.5325

2.795

3.06

3.37

3.6

3.79

3.881

2010

2.6785

2.781

3.09

3.39

3.66

3.813

3.8815

2011

2.77

3.002

3.24

3.5

3.66

3.84

3.919

3.64

3.79

3.89

2012

2.83

2.99

3.18

3.46

2013

2.735

2.91

3.14

3.45

3.68

3.83

3.92

2014

2.76

2.912

3.16

3.47

3.64

3.849

3.8995

2015

2.78

2.96

3.19

3.48

3.71

3.85

3.92

As indicated in Table 17, produced during the ANOVA testing for possible
relationships between UGPA and first-time bar passage rates, we verify that the
mean and standard deviations of UGPA are substantially similar for each test
administration.
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Table 17: UGPA Data Distributions - ANOVA
July Bar Exams 2008 to 2015
N = 1723
July Bar
Exam

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Minimum
LSAT

Maximum
LSAT

2008

212

3.2183491

0.38146215

2.14

4

2009

228

3.3062719

0.39329698

2.04

4

2010

236

3.3505085

0.39044622

2

4.03

2011

200

3.43575

0.32891696

2.45

3.99

2012

239

3.4098745

0.32742243

2.35

4.09

2013

209

3.4004306

0.35086063

2.22

4

2014

200

3.41585

0.33075561

2.62

4

2015
Total
UGPA

199

3.4320955

0.35103116

2.21

4

1723

3.3695862

0.3646522

2

4.09

Next, because ANOVA makes an assumption that the tested variable (in
this case, UGPA) is normally distributed, we see in Table 18 the test results for
normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Because p < .05 for all test
administrations, UGPA is normally distributed as required for use of ANOVA
testing. Consequently, we can properly use ANOVA testing to analyze whether
there is a statistically significant relationship between UGPA and first-time bar
pass rates.
Table 18: UGPA Test for Normal Distributions
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Results
July Bar Exams 2008 to 2015
N = 1723
Normality Test for
UGPA Distributions

Statistic for
Normality Test

df

Sig.

2008

0.043

212

0.2

2009

0.085

228

0

2010

0.081

236

0.001

2011

0.087

200

0.001

2012

0.094

239

0

2013

0.085

209

0.001

2014

0.086

200

0.001

2015

0.089

199

0.001

The next issue is whether the variances of UGPA are substantially equal.
As indicated in Table 19, the variances are not substantially equal because p <
.05 (p = .013). Thus, we must use the ANOVA tests for situations when
homogeneity of variances is not satisfied.
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Table 19: Test for Homogeneity of Variances of UGPA Distributions
July Bar Exams 2008 to 2015
N = 1723
Levene Statistic

dfl

df2

Sig.

2.547

7

1715

0.013

In Table 20, we observe the two test statistics for ANOVA testing when we
cannot assume that variances are substantially equal. In this case, because p <
.05 (p = 0) for both the Welch test and the Brown-Forsythe test, our ANOVA
test results are statistically significant, which means that there are meaningful
differences in UGPA scores somewhere among our test-taking populations for
the July bar exams from 2008 to 2015. However, we must look further to
determine which years had meaningful differences with respect to UGPA for its
test takers.
Table 20: ANOVA Test Results - UGPA Variances
Robust Tests of Equality of Means
Homogeneity of Variances Not Verified
N = 1723
UGPA

Statistics

dfl

df2

Sig.

Welch

8.882

7

730.706

0

Brown-Forsythe

9.514

7

1686.455

0

As observed in Table 21 with respect to 2014, there are only two years in
which UGPA was statistically different. In particular, UGPA was better in 2014
(which had a 84% pass rate) than in 2008 (which also had a 84% pass rate) and
in 2009 (which had a 91% pass rate). Second, UGPA was better in 2015 (which
had a 82% pass rate) than in 2008 (which had a 84% pass rate) and in 2009
(which had a 91% pass rate). Thus, the results of ANOVA do not substantiate
the NCBE's UGPA claim regarding negative changes in UGPA as casual factors
for the recent declines in bar passage rates. Rather, the ANOVA test results
indicate that more recent test-takers have been in some cases better situated with
respect to UGPA than in some previous years and yet bar exam pass rates have
declined. Therefore, there is no empirical support, at least based on our
database, for the NCBE's UGPA claim.
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Table 21: ANOVA Test Result for UGPA Comparisons for Means Differences
Games-Howell Post-Hoc Test
Homogeneity of Variances Not Assumed
2008 to 2015 UGPA Comparisons for Statistical Significance
N = 1723

Bar Exam
Date &
First-Time
Pass Rate

24%

25

Bar Exam
LSAT
Comparisons
with Other
Years based on
LSAT

Comparison
Year FirstTime Bar
Pass Rate

2008

Mean
Difference in
LSAT
Between Bar
Exam Date
and Other
Bar Exam
Years

Sig
Level

Sig at
p <.05

84%

0.19750094*

0

Yes

2009

91%

0.10957807*

0.039

Yes

2010

88%

0.06534153

0.557

No

2011

90%

-0.0199

0.999

No

2012

91%

0.00597552

1

No

2013

87%

0.01541938

1

No

2015

82%

-0.01624548

1

No

2008

84%

0.21374642*

0

Yes

2009

91%

0.12582355*

0.012

Yes

2010

88%

0.081587

0.299

No

2011

90%

-0.00365452

1

No

2012

91%

0.022221

0.997

No

2013

87%

0.03166486

0.985

No

1

No

2014
84%
0.01624548
* The mean difference is significant at .05.

Results

2014 UGPA better
than 2008
2014 UGPA better
than 2009
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
2015 UGPA better
than 2008
2015 UGPA better
than 2009
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA
No Statistical
Difference in UGPA

